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Abstract
Based on the differential calculus and the gauge theory on discrete groups, we reconstruct two
physics models with spontaneous CP violation: (1) The Georgi-Glashow-Lee model with two Higgs
triplets; (2) The Weinberg-Salam-Branco model with three Higgs doublets and the natural flavor
conservation (NFC). We focus on the Lagrangian terms containing the Higgs particles and show that
with an appropriate choice of the discrete groups, we can obtain the physically meaningful Yukawa
couplings and the Higgs potentials which lead to the spontaneous CP violation consequently.
1 Introduction
There were many mechanisms to explain the CP nonconservation after the theoretical
prediction raised by Lee, Oheme and Yang as early as 1956 and the experimental support,
KL
0 → π+π− observed by Chritenson, Cronin, Fitch and Turlay in 1964 [1]. But it still re-
mains an open question for none of the explanation could match all the experimental data
fairly well. Among these mechanisms, the spontaneous CP violation (SCPV) first sug-
gested by T.D. Lee [1] has drawn much attention because it seems natural and elegant, the
total Lagrangian is assumed to satisfy invariance under CP and T transformation, renor-
malizability and invariance under certain weak- electromagnetic gauge transformations.
Lee also generalized a more realistic physical model at that time, Georgi-Glashow Model
to a version with SCPV. In this model, two Higgs triplets were introduced to provide
SCPV and satisfy other physical condition. Having considered the natural flavor conser-
vation (NFC), G.Branco gave a ”minimal” model based on the standard SU(2) × U(1)
gauge theory with three Higgs doublets [2], the CP nonconservation is entirely due to
Higgs-boson exchange , not in the manner of Kobayashi-Maskawa [3]. Recently, Y-L Wu
proposed a SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge theory with two Higgs doublets which has both the
SCPV and NFC, the Glashow- Weinberg criterion for NFC is sufficient but not necessary
[4].
In these mechanisms, the Higgs particles play a key role to violate CP . But we did not
understand the origin of Higgs particles very well. The development of non-commutative
geometry (NCG) has made a great progress toward the understanding for the origin of
Higgs particles [5-9]. According to NCG, the Higgs fields are gauge fields with respect to
discrete symmetry, the Higgs potential can be viewed as Yang-Mills term in general gauge
field theory and can be determined with less ambiguity. Moreover, the non-commutative
Yang-Mills term together with fermions can reproduce many particle physics models with
some constraints in free parameters. Lots of efforts have been made along this way.[10-18]
This paper is one of our series of work on developing the gauge theory on discrete
group. We start with the NCG and take the discrete group to be Z2×Z2 and Z2×Z2×Z2
respectively, then construct physics models with SCPV. Following the same way in [15]
[18], we get the Yukawa coupling terms , Higgs kinetic terms as well as Higgs potential
which is important in SCPV. The paper is arranged as follows: In section 2 we give a
brief introduction of gauge theory on discrete groups. In section 3 we reconstruct the
Georgi-Glashow-Lee model in the spirit of NCG. In section 4 we take the discrete group
to be Z2 × Z2 × Z2 and obtain Weinberg-Salam-Branco three Higgs model with SCPV,
while the NFC are ensured naturally. At section 5 we end with some discussions and
remarks.
2 The Gauge theory on the Discrete Group Z2 × Z2
2.1 Differential Calculus on Discrete Groups G
Let G be a discrete group of size NG, its elements are {e, g1, g2, · · · , gNG−1}, and A
the algebra of the all complex valued functions on G .The right and left multiplication on
G induce natural automorphisms of A, Rg and Lg respectively,
(Rhf)(g) = f(g · h), (Lhf)(g) = f(h · g) (2.1)
The basis ∂i, (i = 1, · · · , NG− 1) of the left invariant vector space F on A are defined as
∂if = f −Rif, ∀f ∈ A, (2.2)
∂i also satisfies
∂i∂j =
∑
k
Ckij∂k, C
k
ij = δ
k
i + δ
k
j − δ
k
i·j (2.3)
where i, j, · · · , (i · j) denote gi, gj, · · · , (gi · gj) respectively. The Haar integral, which
remains invariant under group action, is introduced as a complex valued linear functional
on A as, ∫
G
f =
1
NG
∑
g∈G
f(g). (2.4)
Having chosen the basis of F we can introduce the dual basis of F∗ consisting of one
forms, χi, satisfy
χi(∂j) = δ
i
j. (2.5)
There exists exactly one linear operator d, d : Ωn → Ωn+1, which is nilpotent, d2 = 0,
satisfies the graded Leibniz rule and for every f ∈ A and every vector field v, df(v) = v(f),
provided that χi satisfy the following two conditions[8]
χif = (Rif)χ
i, ∀f ∈ A,
dχi = −
∑
j,k C
i
jkχ
j ⊗ χk.
(2.6)
To construct a physical model we must define the involution operator * on A , which
agrees with the complex conjugation on A, takes the assumption that (χg)∗ = −χg
−1
, and
(graded) commutes with d, i.e. d(ω∗) = (−1)degω(dω)∗.
2.2 Gauge Theory on Discrete Group G
Using the differential calculus introduced in last section, we can construct the generalized
gauge theory on finite groups. The gauge transformations group is often taken to be the
group of unitary elements of zero-forms A˜,
H = U(A˜) = a ∈ A˜ : aa∗ = a∗a = 1 (2.7)
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Like the usual gauge theory, the d+φ is gauge covariant which requires the transformation
of gauge field one form φ as,
φ→ HφH−1 +HdH−1. (2.8)
If we write φ =
∑
g
φgχ
g, the coefficients φg transform as
φg → Hφg(RgH
−1) +H∂gH
−1. (2.9)
It is convenient to introduce a new field Φg = 1− φg, then (2.10) is equivalent to
Φg → HΦg(RgH
−1). (2.10)
The extended anti-hermitian condition φ∗ = −φ results in the following relations on its
coefficients φg as well as Φg,
φ†g = Rg(φg−1), Φ
†
g = Rg(Φg−1) (2.11)
It can be easily shown that the curvature two form F = dφ+ φ⊗ φ is gauge covariant
and can be written in terms of its coefficients
F =
∑
g,h
Fghχ
g ⊗ χh (2.12)
Fgh = ΦgRg(Φh)− Φh·g. (2.13)
In order to construct the Lagrangian of this gauge theory on discrete groups we need to
introduce a metric on the forms. Let us first define the metric η as a bilinear form on the
bimodule Ω1 valued in the algebra A,
η : Ω1 ⊗ Ω1 → A (2.14)
< χg, χh >= ηgh. (2.15)
The gauge invariance requires that ηgh ∼ δgh
−1
[16]. The metric on the two forms becomes,
< χg ⊗ χh, χp ⊗ χq >= αηghηpq + βηgqηhp + γηgpηhq, (2.16)
where the term proportional to γ is only appeared when G is commutative [8].In the next
section ,We will get a constrain relation of α, β and γ if the spontaneous CP violation is
considered. Then the most general Yang- Mills action is given,
L = −
∫
G
< F, F >
= −
∫
G
∑
g,h,p,q
Tr(FghF
†
pq) < χ
g ⊗ χh, χg
−1
⊗ χp
−1
>
= −
∫
G
∑
g,h,p,q
Tr(FghF
†
pq)(αη
ghηq
−1p−1 + βηgp
−1
ηhq
−1
+ γηgq
−1
ηhp
−1
),
(2.17)
where we have used the involution relations
F = (χq)∗ ⊗ (χp)∗F †pq, (χ
g)∗ = −χg
−1
. (2.18)
2.3 Gauge Field Theory on M4 ×G
To deal with the model building in particle physics, we must include fermions and their
Yukawa couplings to Higgs. A detailed construction of the gauge theory on discrete groups
coupled to the fermions has given in [16] [15]. Here we only site some conclusion which
is useful to the model building in the next section. M4 is the four-dimension space-time.
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We defined the exterior derivative operators dM and dG on M
4 and G respectively,i.e
dMf = ∂µfdx
µ, dGf = ∂gfχ
g , then dM4×G = dM + dG can be extended to the covariant
derivative
DM4×G = dM4×G + A
dM4×Gf = ∂µfdxµ + ∂rfxr
A = igAµdx
µ + 1
µ
φgχx
g
(2.19)
The generalized curative two form:
F = dA+ A⊗ A
= ig
2
Fµνdx
µ ∧ dxν + 1
µ
Fgµdx
µ ⊗ χg + 1
µ2
Fghχ
g ⊗ χh
(2.20)
where
Fµν = ∂νAµ − ∂νAµ + ig[Aµ, Aν ]
Fgµ = ∂µφg + igAµφg − igφgRgAµ
Fgh = ΦgRg(Φh)− Φh·g.
(2.21)
In next section we will find that Fµν is the ordinary gauge field intense, Fgµ will lead to
the kinetic term of Higgs, and Fgh lead to the Higgs potential.
The ”local gauge invariant” fermion field Lagrangian on M4 ×G is written as,[15]
L = ψ(x, g)[iγµ(∂µ + Aµ(x, g)) + µ
∑
h
(∂h +
1
µ
φh(x, g)Rh)]ψ(x, g) (2.22)
3 The Georgi-Glashow-Lee Model on the Discrete Group Z2×Z2
ˇThis model is a generalization of the Georgi-Glashow model given by T.D. Lee. [1] The
basic gauge group of the weak and electromagnetic interaction is SO3. There is a triplet of
spin 1 gauge field Wµ and at least eight quark-like hadron fields grouped into two triplets
ψ, ψ
′
, as well as two singlets χ, χ
′
.
These fields can be expressed by the physical states p+, n0, λ0, q− and p+
′
, n0
′
, λ0
′
, q−
′
but here we focused on two SO3 triplets of spin 0 Hermitian field ~ΦR, ~ΦI , which play
important roles in CP spontaneous violation of this model, Under the time reversal trans-
formation T ,
T ~ΦRT
−1 = +~ΦR, but T ~ΦIT
−1 = −~ΦI (3.23)
The total Lagrangian density can be written as
L = L(W,ψ) + L(~ΦR, ψ) + L(~ΦI , ψ) + L(W, ~Φ) (3.24)
in which L(W,ψ) contain massive free fermions terms and their coupling with gauge fields
W , and
L(~ΦR, ψ) = −(gRψ¯~Iψ + gR
′
ψ¯
′~Iψ
′
) · ~ΦR (3.25)
L(~ΦI , ψ) = −i(gI ψ¯~Iψ + gI
′
ψ¯
′~Iψ
′
) · ~ΦI (3.26)
where gR and gI are real by hermiticity, and ~I is the 3 × 3 matrix representation of SO3
generators. For simplicity, we omitted all other CP invariant and SO3 invariant couplings
between ΦR and the hadron fields. We also assume ΦR not directly interacting with the
singlet fields χ and χ
′
.
L(W, ~Φ) = −
1
4
~W 2µν −
1
2
∂µ~ΦR
2
−
1
2
∂µ~ΦI
2
− V (Φ) (3.27)
where
~Wµν = ∂µ ~Wν − ∂ν ~Wµ + e( ~Wµ × ~Wν) (3.28)
4
∂µ~Φi = (∂µ + e ~Wµ×)~Φi (i = R, I) (3.29)
V (Φ) = −
1
2
λR~Φ
2
R −
1
2
λI~Φ
2
I +
1
4
AR(~Φ
2
R)
2 +
1
4
AI(~Φ
2
I)
2 +
1
4
B(~ΦI · ~ΦR)
2 −
1
4
C~Φ2R
~Φ2I (3.30)
in which the constants λR, λI , ..., C are real by Hermiticity. As in [1], to insure that V (Φ)
has a minimum, we assume
AR > 0, AI > 0 and AIAR >
1
4
(B − C)2 (3.31)
In order that the minimum of V (Φ) occurs at the values of ΦR and ΦI given by
< ~ΦR >= ~ρR 6= 0, < ~ΦI >= ~ρI 6= 0 (3.32)
we assume
AIλR >
1
2
(B − C)λI , ARλI >
1
2
(B − C)λR (3.33)
In addition we require C > 0 so that ~ρR ‖ ~ρI .
Now we apply the gauge theory on discrete group discussed in last section to the case
of G = Z2 × Z2. G is isomorphism to Klein group K4 and has four elements, denoted by
{e, a, b, ab} or the tensor product forms of Z2 = {e, r}, r
2 = e,
e = e1 ⊗ e2, a = e1 ⊗ r2,
b = r1 ⊗ e2, ab = r1 ⊗ r2.
(3.34)
The multiplication ∗ is defined as ,
g ∗ h = g1h1 ⊗ g2h2, g = g1 ⊗ g2, h = h1 ⊗ h2 (3.35)
There are three steps in our approach to reconstruct the physical model. First we give a
classification for all the fields on M4×G according to their transformation characteristics
with respect to the discrete symmetry, more precisely, we can define the right displacement
Rg as follows,
Rgf = g1g2fg
−1
2 g
−1
1 , g = g1 ⊗ g2 (3.36)
If we take the g1 = (CPT )
2, g2 = CPCP = PCPC, where C, P, T denote electrical
charge conjugation, parity, and time reversal transformations respectively, we get a classi-
fication of the fields onM4×G. Then we apply the differential calculus and gauge theory
on M4 × G to this case, and choose a consistent arrangement for those fields. Finally
we do calculation straightforward and compare our results with the physical model we
discussed.
Following this way, we arrange the fermion fields as,
ψ(x, e) =
(
ψL
ψR
)
ψ(x, a) = −
(
ψL
ψR
)
ψ(x, b) = −
(
ψL
ψR
)
ψ(x, ab) =
(
ψL
ψR
) (3.37)
and the gauge fields as,
Wµ(x, h) =Wµ(x) (3.38)
We also take the following arrangement of Higgs fields,
Φa(x, h) =
(
0 gR~I · ~ΦR
gR~I · ~ΦR 0
)
, Φb(x, h) =
(
0 −igI~I · ~ΦI
igI~I · ~ΦI 0
)
,
Φe(x, h) = 0, Φab(x, h) = 0
(3.39)
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where h is any element of G. It can be checked that these arrangements are consistent and
satisfy the extended anti-Hermitian condition (2.11). According to the equations (2.22),
the Yukawa coupling terms are,
LY ukawa ∝ ψ(x, g)φh(x, g)Rhψ(x, g)
∝ ψ(x, g)φa(x, g)Raψ(x, g) + ψ(x, g)φb(x, g)Rbψ(x, g)
∝ −gRψL~I · ~ΦRψR − gRψR~I · ~ΦRψL − igIψL~I · ~ΦIψR + igIψR~I · ~ΦIψL
∝ −gRψ~I · ~ΦRψ − igIψ~I · ~ΦIγ5ψ
(3.40)
where γ5ψR = +ψR, γ5ψL = −ψL have been used. For anther triplet ψ
′
, the similar
procedure can be done.As mentioned in previous section, Fgµ lead to the Higgs kinetic
terms which is exactly the equation (3.29). It can be easily calculated because on M4×G
we have required the ordinary gauge fields keep the same.
Now we calculate the Higgs potential which is more complicated. The only nontrivial
curvatures are,
Faa = Φa ·RaΦa − 1, Fbb = Φb · RbΦb − 1,
Fab = Φa ·RaΦb, Fba = Φb ·RbΦa.
(3.41)
If we take the matrix representation of the SO3 generators ~I and rewrite ~I · ~ΦR and
~I · ~ΦI as follows,
~I · ~ΦR =

 0 −iΦR3 iΦR2iΦR3 0 −iΦR1
−iΦR2 iΦR1 0

 , ~I · ~ΦI =

 0 −iΦI3 iΦI2iΦI3 0 −iΦI1
−iΦI2 iΦI1 0

 , (3.42)
we have
Tr[(~I · ~Φi)
2] = 2~Φ2i Tr[(
~I · ~Φi)
4] = 2(~Φ2i )
2 i = R, I
Tr[((~I · ~ΦR)(~I · ~ΦI))
2] = 2(~ΦR · ~ΦI)
2 Tr[(~I · ~ΦR)
2(~I · ~ΦI)
2] = (~ΦR · ~ΦI)
2 + ~Φ2R
~Φ2I
(3.43)
With the help of these identities and the equation ( 2.17 ), the ”Yang-Mills term” can be
calculated straightforward,
< F, F > = Tr[ α(E2aFaa + 2EaEbFaaFbb + E
2
bFbb)
+β(E2aFaa + 2EaEbFabFba + E
2
bFbb) + γ(E
2
aFaa + 2EaEbFabFba + E
2
bFbb
= Tr[ (α + β + γ)(E2aFaa + E
2
bFbb) + 2(γ − β)EaEbF
2
ab + 2αEaEbFaaFbb]
(3.44)
Then we have the following expression of Higgs potential similar with the one in [1], i.e
(3.30),
V (~ΦR, ~ΦI) = 2(α + β + γ)E
2
ag
4
R(~Φ
2
R)
2 + 2(α + β + γ)E2b g
4
I (~Φ
2
I)
2
−4g2R[(α + β + γ)E
2
a + αEaEb]
~Φ2R − 4g
2
I [(α + β + γ)E
2
b + αEaEb]
~Φ2I
+[4(γ − β) + 2α]EaEbg
2
Rg
2
I (
~ΦI · ~ΦR)
2 + 2αEaEbg
2
Rg
2
I
~Φ2R
~Φ2I
(3.45)
If we absorbed the Yukawa coupling constants gR, gI into the Higgs fields , and require
that,
Ea > 0, Eb > 0 (3.46)
α > 0, α + β + γ > 0, β − γ >
α
2
(3.47)
The condition (3.31)-(3.33) are satisfied automatically.
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4 Weinberg-Branco Model on the Discrete Group Z2 × Z2 × Z2
It was shown that if one imposed NFC in the context of the standard SU2 × U1 gauge
theory, then at least three Higgs doublets are needed in order to violate CP . In [18] a
three-Higgs toy model of SCPV was constructed via the gauge theory on Z2 × Z2 × Z2,
which allow each Higgs couple to all the quarks but ensure the NFC by imposing some
constrains on the Yukawa coupling constant matrices. Here we choose another approach to
ensure the NFC, i.e preventing the third Higgs doublet Φ3 from coupling to quarks. As in
[2] , we take the element of third Z2 group to be a reflection symmetryR
′
: Φ3 → −Φ3 while
all other fields remain unchanged. The first Z2 group is still generated by θ = (CPT )
2,
the second Z2 group is generated by R : Φ2 → −Φ2, D
i
R → −D
i
R with all the other fields
unchanged.
Following the method in last section, we construct the Weinberg-Salam-Branco model
on the discrete group θ × R× R
′
= g0, g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7
g0 = e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3, g1 = r1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3,
g2 = e1 ⊗ r2 ⊗ e3, g3 = e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ r3,
g4 = r1 ⊗ r2 ⊗ e3, g5 = r1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ r3,
g6 = e1 ⊗ r2 ⊗ r3, g7 = r1 ⊗ r2 ⊗ r3.
(4.48)
where ei denotes identity, ri denotes the transformation of each discrete group respectively.
The multiplication ∗ is defined as ,
g ∗ h = g1h1 ⊗ g2h2 ⊗ g3h3, g = g1 ⊗ g2 ⊗ g3, h = h1 ⊗ h2 ⊗ h3 (4.49)
According to their transformation properties of the symmetryθ, R and R
′
, i.e.Rgf =
g1g2g3fg
−1
3 g
−1
2 g
−1
1 , g = g1⊗g2⊗g3 we take the following arrangement of the fermion fields
, gauge fields and Higgs fields, ( To compare with the model in [2], we only write down
the quark fields. the inclusion of lepton fields is straightforward and given in [15] [18].)
ψ(x, g) =
(
L(x, g)
R(x, g)
)
, L(x, g) =
(
U(x, g)
D(x, g)
)
L
, R(x, g) =
(
U(x, g)
D(x, g)
)
R
, (4.50)
where U = (u, c, t), D = (d, s, b), with the left-handed components U iL, D
i
L forming SU2
doublets (U iL, D
i
L), while the right-handed components are singlets.
U i(x, g) = +U i(x), if g = g0, g2, g3, g6. D
i
R(x, g) = +D
i
R(x), if g = g0, g3, g4, g7
−U i(x), if g = g1, g4, g5, g7. −D
i
R(x), if g = g1, g2, g5, g8
(4.51)
and DiL(x, g) is arranged as same as U
i(x, g). and the gauge fields as,
Aµ(x, g) = Aµ(x), for g ∈ G (4.52)
The Higgs fields,
Φg1(x, h) =
(
0 Φ1(x)
Φ†1(x) 0
)
, for g ∈ G (4.53)
Φg3(x, g) =
(
0 Φ2(x)
Φ†2(x) 0
)
, if g = g0, g1, g3, g5
or −
(
0 Φ2(x)
Φ†2(x) 0
)
, if g = g2, g4, g6, g7
(4.54)
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Φg4(x, g) =
(
0 Φ3(x)
Φ†3(x) 0
)
, if g = g0, g1, g2, g4
or −
(
0 Φ3(x)
Φ†3(x) 0
)
, if g = g3, g5, g6, g7
(4.55)
Φg0(x, g) = Φg2(x, g) = Φg5(x, g) = Φg6(x, g) = Φg7(x, g) = 0 (4.56)
where
Φn(x) =
(
φ0∗n φ
+
n
−φ+∗n φ
0
n
)
⊗ Ii .
(
ΓUn
ΓDn
)
(4.57)
ΓUn ,Γ
D
n are the coefficients of Yukawa couplings.
The above arrangement of the quarks and Higgs fields differ from the arrangement
in [18], because we took the second and the third Z2 to be the R and R
′
symmetry
respectively. This modification is important to prevent the third Higgs particle from
coupling to the quarks, the Higgs Φ1 from coupling to D
i
R as well as the Higgs Φ2 from
coupling to U iR. We have
LY ukawa =
∑
g
∑
h
ψ(x, g)φh(x, g)Rhψ(x, g)
= −
∑
n=1,2
ΓU2ij(U¯
i
Lφ
0∗
2 − D¯
i
Lφ
+∗
2 )U
j
R + Γ
D
1ij(U¯
i
Lφ
+
1 + D¯
i
Lφ
0
1)D
j
R + h.c.
= ΓU2ijL¯
iπ2D
j
R + Γ
U
1ijL¯
iπ˜1U
j
R + h.c.
(4.58)
where Li = (U¯ iL, D¯
i
L), πn = (φ
+
n , φ
0
n)
T
,and π˜1 = iσ2π1.
Thus we obtained the Yukawa interactions discussed in [2]. On the other hand, as we
expected, this modification does not impact on the Higgs kinetic terms and the Higgs
potential, which still contain three Higgs as in [18]
V (Φ1,Φ2,Φ3) = αTr[E1(Φ1Φ
†
1 − 1) + E2(Φ2Φ
†
2 − 1) + E3(Φ3Φ
†
3 − 1)]
2
+β[E21Tr(Φ1Φ
†
1 − 1)
2
+ E22Tr(Φ2Φ
†
2 − 1)
2
+ E23Tr(Φ3Φ
†
3 − 1)
2
+2E1E2TrΦ1Φ
†
2Φ2Φ
†
1 + 2E1E3TrΦ1Φ
†
3Φ3Φ
†
1 + 2E3E2TrΦ3Φ
†
2Φ2Φ
†
3]
+γ[E21Tr(Φ1Φ
†
1 − 1)
2 + E22Tr(Φ2Φ
†
2 − 1)
2 + E23Tr(Φ3Φ
†
3 − 1)
2
+E1E2Tr(Φ1Φ
†
2Φ1Φ
†
2 + Φ2Φ
†
1Φ2Φ
†
1)
+E1E3Tr(Φ1Φ
†
3Φ1Φ
†
3 + Φ3Φ
†
1Φ3Φ
†
1)
+E3E2Tr(Φ3Φ
†
2Φ3Φ
†
2 + Φ2Φ
†
3Φ2Φ
†
3)]
(4.59)
It is very important that the third Higgs isn’t cancelled from the Higgs potential, for at
least three Higgs are needed to violate CP in the Weinberg-Salam-Branco model.
Tr(ΦmΦ
†
m) = 2Tr(Γ
U
mΓ
U†
m + Γ
D
mΓ
D†
m )(π
†
mπm)
Tr(ΦmΦ
†
mΦmΦ
†
m) = 2Tr(Γ
U
mΓ
U†
m Γ
U
mΓ
U†
m + Γ
D
mΓ
D†
m Γ
D
mΓ
D†
m )(π
†
mπm)(π
†
mπm)
Tr(ΦmΦ
†
nΦmΦ
†
n) = 2Tr(Γ
U
mΓ
U†
n Γ
U
mΓ
U†
n )(π
†
nπm)(π
†
nπm) + 2Tr(Γ
D
mΓ
D†
n Γ
D
mΓ
D†
n )(π
†
mπn)(π
†
mπn)
+4Tr(ΓDmΓ
D†
n Γ
U
mΓ
U†
n )[(π
†
mπn)(π
†
nπm)− (π
†
mπm)(π
†
nπn)]
Tr(ΦmΦ
†
nΦnΦ
†
m) = 2Tr(Γ
U
mΓ
U†
n Γ
U
nΓ
U†
m + Γ
D
mΓ
D†
n Γ
D
n Γ
D†
m )(π
†
mπm)(π
†
nπn)
Tr(ΦmΦ
†
mΦnΦ
†
n) = 2Tr[(Γ
U
mΓ
U†
m + Γ
D
mΓ
D†
m )](Γ
U
nΓ
U†
n + Γ
D
n Γ
D†
n )(π
†
mπn)(π
†
nπm)
−2Tr(ΓDmΓ
D†
m Γ
U
nΓ
U†
n + Γ
U
mΓ
U†
m Γ
D
n G
D†
n )(π
†
mπm)(π
†
nπn)
(4.60)
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With the help of these identities, we obtained
V (π1, π2, π3) =
3∑
n=1
[ann(π
†
nπn)
2πn +mn(π
†
nπn)] +
∑
n<m
{anm(π
†
nπn)(π
†
mπm)
+bnm(π
†
nπm)(π
†
mπn) + [cnm(π
†
nπm)(π
†
nπm) + h.c.]}
(4.61)
where
cnm = 2γEnEmTr(Γ
U
mΓ
U†
n Γ
U
mΓ
U†
n + Γ
D
n Γ
D†
m Γ
D
n Γ
D†
m ) (4.62)
If we assume the minimum to be at πi =
1√
2
(0, vie
iθi)T and set θ2 = 0, we can classify
the solutions of stationarity condition [17] as in [2]
(1)CP - conserving solution:
θ1 =
1
2
nπ, θ3 =
1
2
mπ, m, n ∈ Z (4.63)
(2)CP - violating solution:
cos2θ1 =
1
2
(
d13d23
d212
−
d23
d13
−
d13
d23
)
, cos2θ3 =
1
2
(
d13d12
d223
−
d12
d13
−
d13
d12
)
(4.64)
where dnm = cnmv
2
nv
2
m, cnm are given by (4.62).
5 conclusion and remark
We have reconstructed Georgi-Glashow-Lee model and Weinberg-Salam-Branco model
with SCPV, based on the differential calculus and gauge theory on discrete group. We
showed that in these models, all the Lagrangian terms containing Higgs particles are
related as a whole by the gauge theory with respect to certain discrete symmetry, which
can determine the Yukawa couplings, the Higgs kinetic terms and the Higgs potential with
less ambiguity. In the first model to insure that V (Φ) has a minimum and the minimum
occurs at the vacuum expected value of ΦR,ΦI , the metric parameters must satisfy
some condition. In the second model, to insure NFC we take the two Z2 symmetries
to be the R and R
′
, find this modification also lead to SCPV. Thus we established a
correlation between the physics model and the nontrivial geometry structure behind it.
The constraints of NCG on the physics models are to be investigated further.
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